Understanding Terrorism and Jihad

We welcome the feedback from our “list” as we have not previously covered this topic and wonder if there is a growing interest in such “wake-up calls”?

Understanding Jihad

Australia, please be careful: deadly blasts were planned for our citizens and residents by one whom, although has been asked to leave Australia, has existed on 19 years of welfare payments paid for by our taxpayer funds! Watch this clip:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JQ-Mhm7dC4

~~~

Understanding Terrorism

Warning on Islam - Gingrich: I'm deeply worried

Given the recent attempted bombing, this blunt and chilling answer to a serious question put to Newt Gingrich on CNN reminds us all of what we face. It is a clearly worded warning not heard from any other public figure concerning the state of world affairs. It not only demonstrates the dangers we face, but clearly shows what an experienced and knowledgeable leader can convey in five minutes without the use of a Tele-Prompter and a speech writer. Watch this clip:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sZiw3qVdFzw